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Remi Bonnet and Axelle Gachet-Mollaret Shine in ISMF Cortina World Cup Finals Individual Race

Second Crystal globe of the 2023/2024 season for Bonnet, and first one for Emily Harrop 

Cortina d’Ampezzo, 7 April 2024 – The second day of competition at the ISMF World Cup Finals in Cortina d’Ampezzo delivered thrilling action as athletes took on the challenging Individual race under perfect conditions. With the sun shining bright and the course offering spectacular views, competitors faced off in a battle on the slopes of Cortina.

Swiss legend Remi Bonnet continued his remarkable run of form, securing his second gold medal of the World Cup Finals after his triumph in the Vertical race yesterday. Displaying his trademark speed and strength, Bonnet blazed through the course, leaving his rivals trailing in his wake. Crossing the finish line almost one minute and a half ahead of his nearest competitor, Italy’s Davide Magnini, Bonnet once again asserted his dominance in the sport of ski mountaineering.

Behind Bonnet, Davide Magnini put in a strong performance to claim the silver medal, while France’s William Bon Mardion rounded out the podium with a solid bronze medal finish.

Bonnet’s victory also secured him his second Crystal Globe of the season, winning the season ranking for Individual races, and reaffirming his status as one of the top athletes in the sport. France’s Xavier Gachet and Belgium’s Maximilien Drion du Chapois secured second and third place, respectively, in the season rankings.

On the women’s side, the race saw a fantastic performance from Axelle Gachet-Mollaret, who showcased her resilience and determination after returning to competition following the birth of her second child. Gachet-Mollaret’s victory in the Individual race was a testament to her incredible form and determination, as she crossed the finish line ahead of her teammate Emily Harrop, who secured victory in the Individual race specialty rankings. Italy’s Alba de Silvestro claimed the bronze medal on the day, securing second place in the rankings. The gold today gave Axelle the third place on the individual rankings.

After the two consecutive gold medals for Bonnet and Gachet-Mollaret, the athletes now have a rest day before the Sprint competition that will take place on Tuesday.
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Remi Bonnet and Axelle Gachet-Molleret Triumph in ISMF Cortina Finals Vertical Race

Remi Bonnet and Sarah Dreier (AUT) claim the crystal globe for the Vertical Season rankings

Cortina d’Ampezzo, 6 April 2024 – Perfect snow and weather conditions welcomed the 110 participants, from 24 nations, on the opening day of the ISMF Cortina World Cup Finals. The Vertical race was dominated by the Swiss team, who managed to deliver a podium sweep on the men’s competition, while on the women’s race it was Axelle Gachet-Molleret claiming the victory on the day, and Sarah Dreier the overall crown reserved for the season champion.

In the men’s race, Swiss sensation Remi Bonnet once again proved his mastery of the vertical discipline, claiming victory with a commanding performance. Bonnet, who has dominated the vertical races throughout the season, showcased his unparalleled speed as he powered through the grueling ascent before crossing the finish line in first place. Marti Werner of Switzerland secured the silver medal, finishing 33 seconds behind the winner, while Aurelien Gay completed the podium sweep for Switzerland with a bronze medal finish.

Bonnet’s victory not only secured him the top spot on the podium but also clinched the Crystal Globe for the Vertical World Cup rankings, cementing his status as the undisputed champion of the vertical discipline. Meanwhile, Werner’s second-place finish propelled him to second in the season rankings, surpassing Thibault Anselmet of France, who claimed third place overall.

In the women’s race, France’s Axelle Gachet-Mollaret emerged victorious, setting a blistering pace to cross the finish line 84 seconds ahead of her closest competitor, Sarah Dreier of Austria. Dreier’s impressive performance was enough to secure her the Vertical World Cup season rankings victory, edging out Alba de Silvestro of Italy, who finished fourth in the race. Tove Alexandersson of Sweden claimed the bronze medal on the day, while Emily Harrop of France secured third place in the season rankings.

With the Vertical World Cup season now concluded, athletes will turn their focus to the remaining races of the ISMF Cortina World Cup Finals, eager to continue their pursuit of glory on the slopes of Cortina.
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ISMF World Cup Finals in Cortina d’Ampezzo: Exciting Showdown Set to Determine Season’s Champions

Cortina, 5 April 2024 – As the ski mountaineering season reaches its climax, all eyes are on Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy, where the ISMF World Cup Finals are set to unfold over five days of exhilarating competition. From April 6th to April 10th, athletes from 26 countries will converge in Cortina d’Ampezzo to battle it out for the final accolades of the 2023/24 World Cup season.

The action kicks off on Saturday with the Vertical race, a grueling test of speed and endurance that will see athletes ascend the slopes of Cortina d’Ampezzo in a battle against the clock. With 110 athletes, 43 females and 67 males, representing 24 nations, the Vertical race promises to set the stage for an electrifying weekend of competition.

On Sunday, the spotlight shifts to the Individual race, where athletes will tackle a challenging course that combines uphills, descents and segments on foot, that will see 97 athletes, 37 females and 60 males, from 24 nations, with the greatest athletes of the skimo tour toeing the start line.

Tuesday will see the Sprint race take center stage, with athletes pushing the limits of speed and agility in a high-intensity showdown. With 125 athletes, 50 females and 75 males, representing 25 nations, the Sprint race promises edge-of-your-seat excitement as athletes battle for supremacy. A battle for the Crystal globe that you will be able to watch LIVE on the ISMF Youtube channel.

The World Cup Finals will culminate with the highly anticipated Mixed Relay event, where teams of two athletes -a man and a woman- will compete in a fast-paced and dynamic race that combines elements of speed, strategy, and teamwork. The Mixed Relay will also be streamed live on the ISMF Youtube Channel.

Battles for the Crystal globes

Heading into the World Cup Finals, the race for the Crystal Globes is heating up across all disciplines. In the Vertical race, Remi Bonnet of Switzerland looks to maintain his dominance, while a tie between Alba de Silvestro (ITA) and Sarah Dreier (AUT) sets the stage for an exciting showdown among the females.

In the Individual race, Emily Harrop (FRA) holds a slim lead over Alba de Silvestro, while Remi Bonnet maintains a small advantage over Thibault Anselmet (FRA) in the men’s standings.

The Sprint race sees Thibault Anselmet and Oriol Cardona Coll (ESP) locked in a fierce battle for the Crystal Globe, while Emily Harrop and Celia Perillat-Pessey (FRA) vie for the victory among the females.

In the overall standings, Thibault Anselmet and Emily Harrop lead the charge, with the coveted Crystal Globes within reach. With just four races in five days to decide the winners, the stakes have never been higher as athletes give it their all in pursuit of glory at the ISMF World Cup Finals in Cortina d’Ampezzo.
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ISMF Olympic Solidarity Development Camp: Fostering Skills, Unity, and Cultural Exchange in the Spanish Pyrenees

Lausanne, 3 April 2024 – In the picturesque setting of Candanchu, nestled amidst the stunning Spanish Pyrenees, the International Ski Mountaineering Federation (ISMF) Olympic Solidarity Development Camp recently welcomed over 60 young athletes and coaches from 11 nations. Organized by the Spanish Federation and funded by the Olympic Solidarity program of the International Olympic Committee, the camp aimed to equip young athletes with the skills and resources necessary to advance their careers in ski mountaineering. Moreover, it provided a unique opportunity for cultural exchange, fostering unity and collaboration among participants from diverse backgrounds.

The main purpose of the camp was to empower young athletes with the tools they need to develop their careers in ski mountaineering. Through a series of workshops, training sessions, and mentorship opportunities, participants received guidance from experienced coaches and instructors to enhance their technical skills, physical conditioning, and strategic understanding of the sport.

Additionally, the camp sought to facilitate cultural exchange and foster connections among athletes from different nations. By bringing together participants from Australia, Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Greece, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Poland, Bulgaria and Turkey, the camp provided a platform for young athletes to engage with other cultures, share experiences, and build lasting friendships.

Regula Meier, President of ISMF, emphasized the importance of initiatives like the Olympic Solidarity Youth Camp in growing the sport of ski mountaineering. “These initiatives play a crucial role in nurturing the next generation of ski mountaineers and expanding the reach of our sport,” Meier stated. “By providing young athletes with opportunities for development and cultural exchange, we not only enrich their individual journeys but also strengthen the global ski mountaineering community as a whole.”

The participants, aged 16-20, also received professional training for sprint races with the official coach of the Spanish Youth national team Jordi Guillaumes.

The Camp was organised by the Spanish Federation together with Monika Strojny, Council Member of the ISMF and also responsible of supervising projects within the Olympic Solidarity environment for the International Federation.

Strojny echoed Meier’s sentiments, emphasizing the broader impact of the camp. “The ISMF Olympic Solidarity Youth Camp represents a beacon of opportunity and inclusivity within the world of ski mountaineering,” Strojny remarked. “By investing in the development of young athletes and fostering cross-cultural connections, we are not only nurturing talent but also building bridges that transcend borders and unite us as a global community.”

The participants not only learned the techniques needed for movement in the terrain, focused on skiing, climbing, sprint techniques, changing shoes, but also improved their fitness and endurance. “In camps like this, long-term friendships and professional contacts are formed, which can have a significant impact on the future development of ski mountaineering. Support for international cooperation and sharing of best practices can lead to the development of this sports discipline in all participating countries. Even though the weather was not very kind, because it rained a lot, all the participants left the camp with a lot of new experiences and knowledge that will help them in the future in the development of their sports career”, said one of the participant coaches, Peter Svätojánsky.

“Everything about the camp was amazing – the location, our hotel, the coaching and organisation – we all learned so much about skimo and also had fun visiting in the beautiful Spanish Pyrenees mountains. But the best part was meeting and making lots of new friends from many different countries. We are very grateful to Olympic Solidarity, ISMF and FEDME for this wonderful opportunity. Hopefully we will have many new friends come to visit us and help grow the great sport of SkiMo in Australia”, said Kim Nym, coach of the Australian team.

The Development Camp in Candanchu comes after a great first Camp held in the Tatras mountains in 2023, providing over 30 young athletes with a similar experience.
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ISMF Youth World Cup Season Wraps Up with Exciting Finale

Lausanne, 19 March 2024 – As the snow settles on another exhilarating season of ski mountaineering, the International Ski Mountaineering Federation (ISMF) Youth World Cup bids adieu to a series of thrilling races across Europe. The season culminated in an electrifying final in Molde, Norway, where young athletes showcased their prowess in sprint, vertical, individual, and mixed relay events. Let’s take a closer look at the highlights and champions of this year’s competition and the overall season rankings for the next generation of skimo stars.

U20 Men: Debertolis Dominates, Raybaud Shines

In the fiercely contested U20 men’s category, Hermann Debertolis from Italy emerged as the overall champion, demonstrating remarkable consistency throughout the season. Despite securing six silver medals and one gold this season in Youth World Cups, Debertolis’ exceptional performances propelled him to the top spot. However, the French prodigy Jules Raybaud wasn’t far behind, clinching second place with an impressive tally of three gold medals and one silver. Leonardo Vicenzo Taufer from Italy secured the third position, showcasing the competitiveness of the field.

U20 Women: Trincaz Triumphs with Consistency

Consistency proved to be the key for Louise Trincaz of France in the U20 women’s category. With three golds, three silvers, and one bronze, Trincaz claimed the overall victory, demonstrating her versatility across different race formats. Lea Ancion Havet from Andorra secured the second position, while Loanne Roussillon from France rounded off the podium in third place.

U18 Men: Pellegrini Prevails in Close Battle

In the U18 men’s division, Enrico Pellegrini of Italy emerged victorious in a closely contested battle. With one gold, two silvers, and one bronze medal, Pellegrini showcased his tenacity and skill on the slopes. He narrowly edged out Switzerland’s Malik Uldry, who secured the second position with two golds and one silver. Luca Curioni from Italy claimed the third spot, underscoring Italy’s dominance in this category.

U18 Women: Marca’s Consistency Pays Off

Vanessa Marca of Italy clinched the title in the U18 women’s category, despite only securing two medals throughout the season. Marca’s consistent top-five finishes in almost every race propelled her to victory, highlighting the importance of perseverance in ski mountaineering. Laia Selles from Spain, the current European champion across all three disciplines, secured the second position, while Silvia Boscacci from Italy claimed the bronze.

Mixed Relay Ranking: France Reigns Supreme

In the fiercely contested Mixed Relay ranking, France emerged as the overall winner of the season. With a gold in the Mixed Relay in Italy and a silver in Norway, France’s talented young athletes showcased their prowess on the international stage. Spain secured the second position, followed by Andorra in third place. Italy and Switzerland rounded off the top five, underscoring the strong presence of European nations in ski mountaineering.

As the curtains close on another thrilling season of ski mountaineering, these young athletes have left an indelible mark on the sport with their talent, determination, and sportsmanship. With eyes set on the future, the ISMF Youth World Cup continues to inspire the next generation of ski mountaineers to reach for the summit of their dreams.

Italy dominates de Nations Ranking

Italy’s dominant performance in the ISMF Youth World Cup season is reflected not only in individual athlete achievements but also in the Youth Nations rankings. With an impressive total of 2699 points and 25 medals, Italy emerged as the undisputed champion, showcasing the depth of talent within its youth ski mountaineering team. From podium finishes to consistent performances across all disciplines, Italian athletes have consistently demonstrated their prowess on the international stage, cementing their status as a powerhouse in the sport.

Switzerland secured the second position in the Youth Nations rankings, accumulating 2209 points and claiming 11 medals throughout the season. The Swiss team showcased formidable skill and determination, remaining a strong contender in the competition. With a blend of experienced athletes and promising newcomers, Switzerland continues to uphold its reputation as a force to be reckoned with in ski mountaineering.

Spain rounded off the podium in the Youth Nations rankings, securing third place with 2029 points and 8 medals. Despite facing tough competition from other nations, Spanish athletes exhibited resilience and talent, earning recognition for their achievements on the global stage. As the sport continues to grow in popularity, Spain’s presence in the top ranks of the Youth Nations standings highlights the country’s commitment to fostering young talent and promoting ski mountaineering excellence.
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ITA monthly webinar of March will be dedicated to “Whereabouts – All your questions answered”.

Understanding what it means to be in a testing pool is critical for all athletes belonging to Registered Pools or Testing Pools. This webinar is designed to help athletes understand their responsibilities related to this, and to answer questions regarding submitting Whereabouts information. With the help of two expert panellists (Olympian Tracey Lambrechs, who was part of a testing pool in weightlifting for many years, and Kate Hovrjaka, ITA Athlete Support Officer), athletes’ questions on this topic will be addressed.

You can submit your questions in advance through the registration page. During the event as many themes as possible will be tackled.

Here below the details of this session:

Topic: Whereabouts – All your questions answered

Registration link: https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_dm6Y8oC7RMq7p00q2U-r2g#/registration

Event date: Monday 25 March, 14:00 – 15:00 CET

Panellists:

	Tracey Lambrechs, OLY – Rio 2016 Olympian, Commonwealth Games Weightlifting Medallist
	Kate Hovrjaka, ITA Athlete Support Officer


Moderator: Mairi Irvine, ITA Education Team

As usual, the webinar will be delivered in English with simultaneous translation to four additional languages: Arabic, Spanish, French and Russian.

The ISMF kindly recommends a large participation of delegates from National Members, coaches, athletes and support personnel, and a widespread dissemination of this communication.

Thank you in advance for joining us!

 

About the ISMF:

Founded in 2007, the ISMF is the global governing body for competitive ski mountaineering. Since 2016, the organisation has been officially recognised by the International Olympic Committee. Its main goals are the promotion, regulation and development of the sport of ski mountaineering worldwide. Based in Lausanne, Switzerland, the ISMF’s membership consists of 49 national federations located in Americas, Asia, Europe and Oceania. The ISMF organizes ski mountaineering Senior and Youth World Cups, as well as Masters and World Championships. For the first time, ski mountaineering was a medal sport at the 2020 Youth Olympic Games in Lausanne, Switzerland, and has been included in the programme of the 2026 Milano-Cortina Olympic Winter Games.

For more info www.ismf-ski.org

Follow us live on:

TW @ISMFSkimo

FB @ismf.ski

IG @ismf_skimo

YT @ISMFSkimo

ISMF media office

press@ismf-ski.org

federal_press@ismf-ski.org
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China Claims Historic Victory in Molde ISMF Youth World Cup Mixed Relay

Lausanne, 17 March 2024 –  The final day of competition at the ISMF Youth World Cup in Molde, Norway, concluded with an exhilarating display of teamwork and talent in the Mixed Relay event. Teams comprised of one male and one female athlete from each country battled it out on the challenging course, but it was China who emerged victorious, securing their first-ever victory for the Asian country in this type of race.

Led by two golden medallists from earlier events in Molde, Bu Luer and Cidan Yuzhan, Team China showcased their commitment and investment in the sport, delivering a stellar performance that highlighted their growing presence on the international stage.

Despite fierce competition from the rest of the field, Team France, represented by Louise Trincaz and Jules Raybaud, demonstrated remarkable skills, crossing the finish line a mere 12 seconds behind the leaders to claim the silver medal.

Meanwhile, the home crowd had reason to celebrate as Team Norway, featuring Ida Waldal and Aaron Rodal Haugen, secured the bronze medal. Their performance mirrored their achievement at the European Championships in the Youth category, reaffirming their status as formidable contenders in the sport.

The Mixed Relay proved once again that is one of the most thrilling and exciting formats, ready to make its debut at the 2026  Winter Olympic Games in Milano Cortina. As the sun set on the picturesque Norwegian landscape, spectators were treated to a thrilling conclusion to an action-packed tournament.

With China making history with their first Mixed Relay victory and teams from across the globe showcasing their skills, the Molde ISMF Youth World Cup served as a testament to the growing popularity and competitiveness of ski mountaineering on the international stage.
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Luer, Curioni, Yuzhen and Waldal Shine on Thrilling Third Day of ISMF Youth World Cup in Molde

Lausanne, 16 March 2024 –  On the third day of the ISMF Youth World Cup in Molde, Norway, excitement reached its peak as individual races took center stage for both the U20 and U18 categories. Participants faced a technically challenging course amidst ideal weather and snow conditions in the picturesque Norwegian mountains.

In the Men’s U20 category, Bu Luer of China emerged victorious, showcasing his prowess as one of the standout young athletes of the year. Hermann Debertolis from Italy secured second place, with Silvano Wolf of Austria claiming the bronze. Noteworthy performances also came from Leonardo Vicenzo Taufer (ITA) and Griffin Briley (USA), who rounded off the top 5 with commendable efforts.

The Women’s U20 race saw local favorite Ida Waldal of Norway electrify the crowd by clinching the gold medal, crossing the finish line with over a two-minute lead. Louise Trincaz (FRA) secured the silver, while her compatriot Louanne Rousillon took home the bronze.

In the Men’s U18 category, Luca Curioni of Italy, the reigning European champion of individual races, added another feather to his cap by claiming victory. Elias Peer from Austria celebrated his first international podium with a silver medal, while Theo Voutaz of France secured the bronze.

Meanwhile, in the Women’s U18 category, Cidan Yuzhen of China continued her dominance, securing her second gold medal of the event after previously triumphing in the vertical race. Laia Selles from Spain, the current European Champion, settled for the silver medal, while Klara Velepec of Slovenia earned the bronze.

Overall, the third day of competition at the ISMF Youth World Cup in Molde showcased exceptional talent and fierce competition across all categories, leaving spectators eagerly anticipating the remaining events of the tournament.
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Patrouille des Glaciers ready to host the ISMF-LGC World Championships Long Distance Team 2023/24

 

Lausanne, 15 March 2024 – Jointly with the Local Organising Committee, the ISMF is glad to confirm the ISMF-LGC World Championships Long Distance Team 2023/24, Patrouille des Glaciers, which will be held on 20 April 2024 in Zermatt-Verbier, Switzerland.

 

Technical information

Participation requirements:

	Compulsory ISMF Elite Licence (licence A)
	Compulsory LGC Card: 30,00 €/athlete


 

Registration fee:

	Team (3 athletes): 1680 CHF.
	Accommodation is included in the registration fee. It will be provided for the night between 19 and 20 April 2024. The teams taking part in the WCH will be informed about the hotel name during the material check to be done in Zermatt. The selected hotel facilities will be located in Zermatt.


 

Registration & payment:

	Registration at https://www.mso.swiss/en/events/1966-patrouille-des-glaciers/subscriptions – you should select the ISMF event which will be present in the list.
	Payment: it will be held at the same time of online registration on the MSO website (at the link above)
	Registration period for the WCH LDT: from 10 to 17 April 2024. The link above will be active from 10 April.
	Important note – if a team has already registered for the WCH LDT when registration process for the Patrouille des Glaciers was open: it is compulsory to write the first and last names of the athletes composing the team and the name of the team to valeria.ponzo@ismf-ski.org no later than 17 April 2024.


 

Teams’ composition:

	The team must be composed of athletes of the same nationality and gender.
	The composition of the teams is already definitive at the time of registration.
	There will be one last chance to change the team composition (in exceptional cases) only on Friday 19 April 2024 from 10:00 to 12:00 directly in Zermatt, at the race office.


 

Quotas (as per ISMF Rules & Guidelines 2023/24 – page 144):

	3 teams Senior M per nation
	3 teams Senior W per nation
	Bonus granted by the ISMF-LGC WCH LDT of last year as follows:
	France for Women
	Italy for Men


 

Programme of the event:

	Please refer to: https://www.pdg.ch/en/program/
	Most important appointments:
	Opening Ceremony (Friday 19/04 – h. 18:00 – Church in Zermatt): the participation is highly recommended for all delegations with all athletes
	Team Captain Meeting – Technical Briefing (Friday 19/04 – h. 18:30 – Church in Zermatt): the participation of at least one coach/one athlete/one representative person of each participating nation is highly recommended. At the end of the TCM there will be a short meeting only with the coaches of the teams participating in the WCH LDT to discuss any further details that could arise.
	Award Ceremony (Saturday 20/04 – h. 14:15): the presence in person of the athletes who should be awarded is compulsory.


 

Accommodation:

	Please see above at the point “Registration fee”


 

For any additional information please refer to the event’s website at: https://www.pdg.ch/en/.

 

About the ISMF:

Founded in 2007, the ISMF is the global governing body for competitive ski mountaineering. Since 2016, the organisation has been officially recognised by the International Olympic Committee. Its main goals are the promotion, regulation and development of the sport of ski mountaineering worldwide. Based in Lausanne, Switzerland, the ISMF’s membership consists of 49 national federations located in Americas, Asia, Europe and Oceania. The ISMF organizes ski mountaineering Senior and Youth World Cups, as well as Masters and World Championships. For the first time, ski mountaineering was a medal sport at the 2020 Youth Olympic Games in Lausanne, Switzerland, and has been included in the programme of the 2026 Milano-Cortina Olympic Winter Games.

 

For more info www.ismf-ski.org

Follow us live on:

TW @ISMFSkimo

FB @ismf.ski

IG @ismf_skimo

YT @ISMFSkimo

ISMF media office

press@ismf-ski.org

federal_press@ismf-ski.org
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Two golds for Spain on the second day of competition at the Molde ISMF Youth World Cup

Julia Pujol, Erola Rocias, Jules Raybaud and Eva Matejovicova claim victories on the sprint race

Lausanne, 15 March 2024 – The second day of competition at the ISMF Youth World Cup in Molde, Norway, saw over 100 young ski-mountaineering athletes from 17 nations converge for a thrilling sprint race that kept spectators on the edge of their seats. With fierce competition and stunning performances, the event showcased the depth of talent among the world’s youth with Spain (with two gold medals), France and the Czech Republic on top of the podium .

In the U18 men’s category, Julia Pujol of Spain continued his impressive form, securing his second gold medal of the season after a stellar performance in Italy a month ago. Pujol’s victory solidified his status as one of the brightest young talents in sprint races. Local hero Aron Rodal Haugen of Norway thrilled the crowd with a silver medal finish, while Enrico Pellegrini of Italy added another podium to his season tally with a bronze medal.

The U18 women’s race witnessed a historic moment as Erola Rocias of Spain claimed her first-ever international podium, clinching the gold medal with a sensational display of power. Klara Velepec of Slovenia secured the silver medal, while Cidan Yuzhen of China took home the bronze. However, it was a surprising turn of events as European champion Laia Selles of Spain failed to advance to the final, finishing in 7th place.

In the U20 men’s division, Jules Raybaud of France showcased his dominance of the sprint race, earning the gold medal with a commanding performance. Hermann Debertolis of Italy captured the silver medal, while Max Palmitjavilla of Andorra secured the bronze, adding to the excitement of the competition.

The U20 women’s race saw Eva Matejovicova of the Czech Republic emerge victorious, displaying her exceptional talent and earning the gold medal. Local favorite Ida Waldal of Norway delighted the home crowd with a silver medal finish, while Louise Trincaz of France claimed the bronze.
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